CLOUD ARCHIVING SOLUTIONS
Automatically Archive Data to the World’s Most Affordable
Storage Cloud with Versity and Wasabi

PROBLEM
Skyrocketing data growth is creating operational and financial challenges for many IT
organizations. Many companies are struggling to safeguard data against equipment
failures, disasters and ransomware. Legacy data management solutions and storage
platforms are too slow, expensive and inefficient for the digital era.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

• Automatic, policy-based archiving

• Reduce risk and exposure due to data loss

• Data stored in open format on durable cloud
storage for data retention and compliance

• Tightly align storage costs with data value

• Ultra-low-cost secondary cloud storage for
data protection

• Eliminate vendor lock-in

• Reclaim expensive primary storage capacity
• Protect and extend previous investments

• Seamless integration and operation
• Data efficiently packaged for minimized
number of connections and maximum
throughput capabiltiy

VERSITY STORAGE MANAGER PROTECTS
MASSIVE DATA LIBRARIES

WASABI DELIVERS BREAKTHROUGH
CLOUD STORAGE ECONOMICS

Versity Storage Manager is a next-generation scale-out

Wasabi hot cloud storage is the industry’s most affordable

archive data broker that delivers unmatched performance and

and highest-performing cloud storage service. Wasabi is

economics. The solution interfaces with existing enterprise

80% cheaper and 6x the speed of alternative cloud storage

business applications and backup solutions, making it easy

services like Amazon S3, with no egress fees or API charges.

to expose low-cost archival storage resources like Wasabi hot

Specifically conceived to make cloud storage a commonplace

cloud storage to end users. Rich and flexible archive policies

utility like electricity, Wasabi hot cloud storage is easy to

coupled with optimal grouping and packaging optimize the

understand, easy to order and incredibly cost-effective to

flow of data both in and out of cloud storage services and

scale. With Wasabi there are no confusing cloud storage tiers

archival storage devices such as tape libraries, disk arrays

to decipher and no complicated fee structures to decode.

and on-premises object storage systems. VSM brokers data

Engineered for extreme data integrity and security, Wasabi

across a diverse mix of archival storage systems, enabling

provides eleven 9s of object durability and supports

customers to optimize performance, reliability and costs

configurable data immutability to protect against accidental

for different types of data and different users, while always

deletions, ransomware and viruses. A parallelized system

maintaining independence from storage hardware vendors

architecture enables exceptionally fast data retrieval and

and cloud providers.

analysis.
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Intelligent Archiving with Groundbreaking Economics and Performance

Wasabi has partnered with Versity to help businesses improve
data protection, mitigate risks and reduce expenses. Wasabi
hot cloud storage is extremely fast and affordable cloud

NEXT STEPS

object storage for any purpose. And Versity Storage Manager
(VSM) is a large-scale archive data management tool for

• To learn more about how Versity and
Wasabi can help you improve data
protection and mitigate risks contact
Versity today.

cost-effectively protecting massive data collections on any
mix of on-premises and cloud-based storage platforms. The
integrated solution lets you archive critical applications and
business data to the world’s lowest-cost storage cloud—

• Try Wasabi for free. Get up to 1 TB for
30 days.

quickly and efficiently.
With Versity and Wasabi you can lower TCO and extend

• Contact Versity to learn more about VSM
features and benefits or setup a free trial.

previous on-premises storage investments and avoid
disruptive time-consuming migrations. VSM can manage
existing on premises data and concurrently use Wasabi for

CONTACT US

new initiatives. Transitioning applications to Wasabi over
time is easy and you can gradually decommission legacy tape
libraries or storage arrays on your own terms.

ABOUT WASABI

ABOUT VERSITY

Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company that delivers

Versity Software is the leading independent large archive

low-cost, fast and reliable cloud storage. Wasabi is

software company. Redefined business practices set

80% cheaper and 6x faster than Amazon S3, with 100%

us apart from the legacy big company archive vendors.

data immutability protection and no data egress fees.

Discover what it’s like to love your archive solution!

Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a

415.723.0949

mission to commoditize the storage industry. Wasabi is

info@versity.com

a privately held company based in Boston, MA.

versity.com

100 Pine St, Suite 1250
San Francisco, CA 94111

@versitysoftware
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